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Our aim is to teach children that
learning can occur everywhere!
Have a look at the high-quality
learning taking place outside the
four walls this term.

Science

Gathering and
recording data

Year 1 have been identifying and
naming a variety of common
animals found around school.
Which animal do you think they
saw most of? See on the left.

In R.E year 2 held a class debate
about different problems in the
world and why they’re important.
In Science the children went
outside to look for things that are

week and wrote an act of kindness that they
had written on a leaf, which we attached to the
‘kindness’ tree
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Year 2 went outside as part of Anti-bullying
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living, non-living or that once
lived. See below.

In English, Reception have been reading the story 'We're going on
a Bear Hunt' by Michael Rosen. The teachers set up an outdoor
bear hunt - the children were thrilled!

The bears have
been found!

The children also
enjoyed making
food for the bears
in the outdoor area!

Year 3 have been learning their 3, 4 and 8 timestables. They
enjoyed a treasure hunt in the Garden Centre to find the

In our outdoor maths area, the
children were able to recognise
numbers and shapes and then find

matching letters to solve the riddle. See below.

the matching pair.
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Treasure Hunt
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Nursury have also been
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exploring our reading area
outdoor!

In Year 1, the children worked in the outside area
to match numbers and quantities using cubes.
The have also been practising skipping poems!

Number
work

Skip poems

In year 5, children have also been exploring using compasses in Geography. They have taken the learning outside of
the classroom and navigated through the school, using the compass to set directions to get from A to B.
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Compass work
Year 4 have been using actions to explore and
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understand poetry. See below.
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Year 6 have been learning to all about ratio and solving
ratio problems. Below is their outdoor ratio tables.

Maths

In English, the children
acted out scenes from
Robin Hood, playing
the role of Prince John
and Sir Guy of
Gisborne.

English

Science
In science the children had to find and record all of the different living
organisms in the school building which they would then classify.

